Master of Science in Physics

Curriculum
The Master of Science in Physics offers students the opportunity to be involved in forefront research in physics. Our graduates go on to work in industry, academia and government positions.

Our graduate program develops individual creativity and expertise in physics and is strongly focused on research. Students are encouraged to participate in ongoing research activities from the beginning of their graduate studies. The MS degree is offered to those seeking to acquire or maintain technical mastery of both fundamentals and current applications.

Career Options
Graduates of the program seek positions such as: engineering technical manager, researcher, quality supervisor, scientist, engineer, project physicist, patent examiner and various positions in academia, government and industry.

Degree Program
The MS in Physics requires the completion of a minimum of 30 semester credit hours.

For complete admission and degree requirements, view the Graduate Catalog at catalog.utdallas.edu.

Contact Information
Amanda Hunter
amanda.hunter1@utdallas.edu
972-883-2835

Graduate Student Administrator
Department of Physics
800 W. Campbell Road PHY36
Richardson, TX 75080

nsm.utdallas.edu